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WEEKLY VOCABULARY AND SPELLING 89

SECTION
   6

Arts Academy Vocabulary

Name Date

Lesson
36

amplify (AM pluh FY)  V.  to increase; to
expand or add to  (The author was able to
amplify her text with color photographs.)

cameo (KAM ee OH)  N.  a small role
performed by an actor or actress, usually
limited to a single scene  (The actor
agreed to play a cameo in the film.)

chant (chant)  N.  a simple song that has
rhythmic repetitive sounds  (The chorus
opened the program with a starkly
beautiful chant sung in Spanish.)

composite (kuhm PAHZ it)  N.  a structure
or entity made of distinct components
(The artist’s self-portrait was a composite
of photos.)

curio (KYUR ee OH)  N.  an unusual object; a
curiosity  (The collector showed Susan a
curio made of sea shells.)

exposition (EK spuh ZISH uhn)  N.  a public
showing; a display  (David was invited to
show his paintings in this year’s art
exposition.)

graphic (GRAF ik)  ADJ.  having to do with
clear, vivid description  (Laura wrote a
graphic description of the hot air balloon
ride.)

libretto (li BRET oh)  N.  the text of an
opera  (Although the libretto was written
in Italian, this performance will be sung in
English.)

medley (MED lee)  N.  a musical
arrangement made up of two or more
songs  (The band played a medley of its
most popular hits.)

monotone (MAHN uh TOHN)  N.  words or
sentences delivered in one unvaried key
or pitch  (Some parts of a chant may be
sung in a monotone.)

motif (moh TEEF)  N.  a recurring theme or
element  (Loneliness is a motif in many
twentieth-century works of art.)

patronage (PAY truh nij)  N.  the financial
support and encouragement of a sponsor
(Theaters in Shakespeare’s time
depended upon the patronage of royalty.)

pedestal (PED i stuhl)  N.  a base or support
for a column or statue  (The bronze figure
was displayed on a marble pedestal.)

portfolio (port FOH lee OH)  N.  a collection
of an artist’s work  (Anne showed her
portfolio of water colors to the museum
director.)

prelude (PREL YOOD)  N.  the first or
opening section of a musical piece  (The
pianist played the prelude with passion
and sensitivity.)

renaissance (REN i SAHNS)  N.  a rebirth or
revival  (In the 1960s, there was a
renaissance of American blues music in
England.)

repertoire (REP ur TWAHR)  N.  the group of
songs, plays, or other pieces performed
by a player or company  (The audience
was astounded by the range of the
quartet’s repertoire.)

reproduction (REE pruh DUHK shuhn)  N.
an exact imitation of something  (Jack
bought a reproduction of a painting by
Picasso.)

synopsis (si NAHP sis)  N.  a brief
description or outline  (Theo let his agent
read a synopsis of his new play.)

tripod (TRY PAHD)  N.  a portable three-
legged stand  (The photographer set the
camera on a tripod to photograph the
Grand Canyon.)

All the words in this lesson may be associated with music, art, theater, or photography.


